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not require more get older to spend to go to the books opening as well as search for them. In some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the
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It will not undertake many get older as we notify before. You can do it while undertaking something else at home and even in your workplace.
consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we allow under as competently as review Free Debugging With Fiddler Second
Editions Pdf what you like to read!

IBM Business Process Manager V8.5 Performance Tuning and
Best Practices - Mike Collins 2015-02-24
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides performance tuning tips and
best practices for IBM Business Process Manager (IBM BPM) V8.5.5 (all
editions) and IBM Business Monitor V8.5.5. These products represent an
integrated development and runtime environment based on a key set of
service-oriented architecture (SOA) and business process management
(BPM) technologies. Such technologies include Service Component
Architecture (SCA), Service Data Object (SDO), Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) for web services, and Business Processing
Modeling Notation (BPMN). Both IBM Business Process Manager and
Business Monitor build on the core capabilities of the IBM WebSphere®
Application Server infrastructure. As a result, Business Process Manager
solutions benefit from tuning, configuration, and best practices
information for WebSphere Application Server and the corresponding
platform Java virtual machines (JVMs). This book targets a wide variety
of groups, both within IBM (development, services, technical sales, and
others) and customers. For customers who are either considering or are
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in the early stages of implementing a solution incorporating Business
Process Manager and Business Monitor, this document proves a useful
reference. The book is useful both in terms of best practices during
application development and deployment and as a reference for setup,
tuning, and configuration information. This book talks about many issues
that can influence performance of each product and can serve as a guide
for making rational first choices in terms of configuration and
performance settings. Similarly, customers who already implemented a
solution with these products can use the information presented here to
gain insight into how their overall integrated solution performance can
be improved.
Microsoft Azure Cosmos DB Revealed - José Rolando Guay Paz
2018-01-17
Learn the main features of Azure Cosmos DB and how to use Microsoft’s
multi-model database service as a data store for mission-critical
applications. The clear examples help in writing your own applications to
take advantage of Cosmos DB’s multi-model, globally distributed, elastic
database. Simple step-by-step instructions show how to resolve common
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and uncommon scenarios involving Azure Cosmos DB, and scenarios
such as delivering extremely low response times (in the order of
milliseconds), and scaling rapidly and globally. Microsoft Azure Cosmos
DB Revealed demonstrates a multitude of possible implementations to
get you started. This book guides you toward best practices to get the
most out of Microsoft’s Cosmos DB service. Later chapters in the book
cover advanced implementation features, helping you master important
elements such as securing the database, querying, and using various
APIs. What You'll Learn Set up a development environment to work with
Azure Cosmos DB Configure Azure Cosmos DB in a production
environment with multi-region distribution Query using all APIs,
including SQL, JavaScript, MongoDB, and Graph Work with the Azure
Cosmos DB.NET SDK in an application you built Access Cosmos DB from
web applications created in .NET Who This Book Is For Developers who
build applications to be hosted in Microsoft Azure, whether they use
PaaS or IaaS. No previous knowledge of Azure Cosmos DB is assumed,
but readers must be familiar with developing applications in Microsoft
Visual Studio.
Game Hacking - Nick Cano 2016-07-01
You don’t need to be a wizard to transform a game you like into a game
you love. Imagine if you could give your favorite PC game a more
informative heads-up display or instantly collect all that loot from your
latest epic battle. Bring your knowledge of Windows-based development
and memory management, and Game Hacking will teach you what you
need to become a true game hacker. Learn the basics, like reverse
engineering, assembly code analysis, programmatic memory
manipulation, and code injection, and hone your new skills with hands-on
example code and practice binaries. Level up as you learn how to: –Scan
and modify memory with Cheat Engine –Explore program structure and
execution flow with OllyDbg –Log processes and pinpoint useful data files
with Process Monitor –Manipulate control flow through NOPing,
hooking, and more –Locate and dissect common game memory structures
You’ll even discover the secrets behind common game bots, including:
–Extrasensory perception hacks, such as wallhacks and heads-up displays
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

–Responsive hacks, such as autohealers and combo bots –Bots with
artificial intelligence, such as cave walkers and automatic looters Game
hacking might seem like black magic, but it doesn’t have to be. Once you
understand how bots are made, you’ll be better positioned to defend
against them in your own games. Journey through the inner workings of
PC games with Game Hacking, and leave with a deeper understanding of
both game design and computer security.
Pro Windows PowerShell - Hristo Deshev 2008-04-06
Here is your best companion to the capabilities and power that
PowerShell offers. Inside this book, you’ll discover the object-oriented
features of the shell and how they help in extracting and manipulating
data. You’ll then learn how to use those features to solve real-world
problems: manipulating files, working with text, monitoring systems, and
performing operations over the network. In addition, you’ll find freely
available tools and extensions that help you get results with Windows
PowerShell fast.
Real-Time Concepts for Embedded Systems - Qing Li 2003-01-04
'... a very good balance between the theory and practice of real-time
embedded system designs.' —Jun-ichiro itojun Hagino, Ph.D., Research
Laboratory, Internet Initiative Japan Inc., IETF IPv6 Operations Working
Group (v6ops) co-chair 'A cl
High Performance Mobile Web - Maximiliano Firtman 2016-09-13
Optimize the performance of your mobile websites and webapps to the
extreme. With this hands-on book, veteran mobile and web developer
Maximiliano Firtman demonstrates which aspects of your site or app
slow down the user’s experience, and what you can do to achieve
lightning-fast performance. There’s much at stake: if you want to boost
your app’s conversion rate, then tackling performance issues is the best
way to start. Learn tools and techniques for working with responsive web
design, images, the network layer, and many other ingredients—plus the
metrics to check your progress. Ideal for web developers and web
designers with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and HTTP experience, this is
your guide to superior mobile web performance. You’ll dive into:
Emulators, simulators, and other tools for measuring performance Basic
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web performance concepts, including metrics, charts, and goals How to
get real data from mobile browsers on your real networks APIs and specs
for measuring, tracking and improving web performance Insights and
tricks for optimizing the first view experience Ways to optimize postloading experiences and future visits Responsive web design and its
performance challenges Tips for extreme performance to achieve best
conversion rates How to work with web views inside native apps
Briggs - Barry Briggs 2016-01-07
How do you start? How should you build a plan for cloud migration for
your entire portfolio? How will your organization be affected by these
changes? This book, based on real-world cloud experiences by enterprise
IT teams, seeks to provide the answers to these questions. Here, you’ll
see what makes the cloud so compelling to enterprises; with which
applications you should start your cloud journey; how your organization
will change, and how skill sets will evolve; how to measure progress; how
to think about security, compliance, and business buy-in; and how to
exploit the ever-growing feature set that the cloud offers to gain
strategic and competitive advantage.
Debugging with Fiddler - Eric Lawrence 2012-06-15
Fiddler is a Web Debugging Proxy platform that monitors and modifies
web traffic. This freeware tool enables developers, testers, and
enthusiasts to inspect traffic, set breakpoints, and "fiddle" with incoming
or outgoing data. Fiddler includes powerful event-based scripting, and
can be extended using any .NET language. FiddlerCore, the core proxy
engine underlying Fiddler, is available to integrate into any .NET
application. In this book, you'll learn to fully exploit the power of Fiddler
to debug traffic from virtually any web-related application, including
Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Apple Safari, Mozilla Firefox, Opera,
and thousands more. You'll see how to debug HTTPS traffic, and use
Fiddler with popular devices like iPhone/iPod/iPad, Windows Phone, and
others. After exploring the hundreds of built-in features, you'll learn to
extend Fiddler using the FiddlerScript engine or build your own
applications atop the FiddlerCore class library.
CMIS and Apache Chemistry in Action - Jay Brown 2013-07-25
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

Summary CMIS and Apache Chemistry in Action is a comprehensive
guide to the CMIS standard and related ECM concepts, written by the
authors of the standard. In it, you'll tackle hands-on examples for
building applications on CMIS repositories from both the client and the
server sides. You'll learn how to create new content-centric applications
that install and run in any CMIS-compliant repository. About The
Technology Content Management Interoperability Services (CMIS) is an
OASIS standard for accessing content management systems. It specifies
a vendor-and language-neutral way to interact with any compliant
content repository. Apache Chemistry provides complete reference
implementations of the CMIS standard with robust APIs for developers
writing tools, applications, and servers. About This Book CMIS and
Apache Chemistry in Action is a comprehensive guide to the CMIS
standard and related ECM concepts. In it, you'll find clear teaching and
instantly useful examples for building content-centric client and serverside applications that run against any CMIS-compliant repository. In fact,
using the CMIS Workbench and the InMemory Repository from Apache
Chemistry, you'll have running code talking to a real CMIS server by the
end of chapter 1. This book requires some familiarity with content
management systems and a standard programming language like Java or
C#. No exposure to CMIS or Apache Chemistry is assumed. Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. What's Inside The only CMIS book endorsed
by OASIS Complete coverage of the CMIS 1.0 and 1.1 specifications
Cookbook-style tutorials and real-world examples About the Authors
Florian Müller, Jay Brown, and Jeff Potts are among the original authors,
contributors, and leaders of Apache Chemistry and the OASIS CMIS
specification. They continue to shape CMIS implementations at Alfresco,
IBM, and SAP. Table of Contents PART 1 UNDERSTANDING CMIS
Introducing CMIS Exploring the CMIS domain model Creating, updating,
and deleting objects with CMIS CMIS metadata: types and properties
Query PART 2 HANDS-ON CMIS CLIENT DEVELOPMENT Meet your
new project: The Blend The Blend: read and query functionality The
Blend: create, update, and delete functionality Using other client
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libraries Building mobile apps with CMIS PART 3 ADVANCED TOPICS
CMIS bindings Security and control Performance Building a CMIS server
Practical ASP.NET Web API - Badrinarayanan Lakshmiraghavan
2013-08-19
Practical ASP.NET Web API provides you with a hands-on and codefocused demonstration of the ASP.NET Web API in action. From the very
beginning, you'll be writing working code in order to see best practices
and concepts in action. As the book progresses, the concepts and code
will become more sophisticated. Beginning with an overview of the web
service model in general and Web API in particular, you'll progress
quickly to a detailed exploration of the request binding and response
formatting that lie at the heart of Web API. You'll investigate various
scenarios and see how they can be manipulated to achieve the results
you need. Later in the book more sophisticated themes will be introduced
that will set your applications apart from the crowd. You’ll learn how you
can validate the request messages on arrival, how you can create loosely
coupled controllers, extend the pipeline processing to compartmentalize
your code for security and unit testing before being put onto a live
hosting server. What you’ll learn What ASP.NET Web API is and how it
can be used effectively Ways to optimize your code for readability and
performance What controller dependencies are and why they matter
How to maintain robust security across your projects Reliable bestpractices for using Web API in a professional context Who this book is for
The book is ideal for any .NET developer who wants to learn how the
ASP.NET Web API framework works in a realistic setting. A good
working knowledge of C# and the .NET framework and a familiarity with
Visual Studio are the only pre-requisites to benefit from this book Table
of Contents Building a Basic Web API Debugging HTTP Formatting CLR
Objects into HTTP Response Customizing Response Binding HTTP
Request into CLR Objects Validating Request Managing Controller
Dependencies Extending Pipeline Hosting ASP.NET Web API Securing
ASP.NET Web API Consuming ASP.NET Web API Building Performant
Web API
Pro Internet Explorer 8 & 9 Development - Matthew Crowley
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

2011-01-26
This book is an in-depth guide to writing applications that embrace and
extend the new features and capabilities of Windows Internet Explorer 8
and 9. With solid instruction, hands-on examples, and expert insight
direct from the source into extending the browser, you'll learn how to
create and maintain powerful applications for Microsoft’s nextgeneration Internet platform. Join author Matthew Crowley as you
discover how to take advantage of new features like accelerators,
WebSlices, and search providers, and create intense web experiences for
the browser that ships by default with the popular Windows 7 operating
system. If you're interested in creating and shipping high-quality,
feature-rich applications for the Web, Pro Internet Explorer 8 & 9
Development is the only resource you need.
Complete Guide to Test Automation - Arnon Axelrod 2018-09-22
Rely on this robust and thorough guide to build and maintain successful
test automation. As the software industry shifts from traditional waterfall
paradigms into more agile ones, test automation becomes a highly
important tool that allows your development teams to deliver software at
an ever-increasing pace without compromising quality. Even though it
may seem trivial to automate the repetitive tester’s work, using test
automation efficiently and properly is not trivial. Many test automation
endeavors end up in the “graveyard” of software projects. There are
many things that affect the value of test automation, and also its costs.
This book aims to cover all of these aspects in great detail so you can
make decisions to create the best test automation solution that will not
only help your test automation project to succeed, but also allow the
entire software project to thrive. One of the most important details that
affects the success of the test automation is how easy it is to maintain the
automated tests. Complete Guide to Test Automation provides a detailed
hands-on guide for writing highly maintainable test code. What You’ll
Learn Know the real value to be expected from test automation Discover
the key traits that will make your test automation project succeed Be
aware of the different considerations to take into account when planning
automated tests vs. manual tests Determine who should implement the
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tests and the implications of this decision Architect the test project and
fit it to the architecture of the tested application Design and implement
highly reliable automated tests Begin gaining value from test automation
earlier Integrate test automation into the business processes of the
development teamLeverage test automation to improve your
organization's performance and quality, even without formal authority
Understand how different types of automated tests will fit into your
testing strategy, including unit testing, load and performance testing,
visual testing, and more Who This Book Is For Those involved with
software development such as test automation leads, QA managers, test
automation developers, and development managers. Some parts of the
book assume hands-on experience in writing code in an object-oriented
language (mainly C# or Java), although most of the content is also
relevant for nonprogrammers.
Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 - Eric Sowell 2013-11-29
Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 will take you step-by-step through the process of
developing fluid content that adapts its layout to the client device using
HTML, JavaScript and CSS, and responsive web design. This book
introduces server-side techniques that allow you to show different
content to different devices and make the most of their strengths and
capabilities. Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 includes a wide range of
techniques, tips, and guidelines for dealing with some of the challenges
of mobile web development, such as browser incompatibilities, varying
device performance, and targeting older devices. You’ll learn to: Use
responsive principles to build apps that display and perform well on a
range of mobile devices. Leverage your server-side code to customize
what you serve to the client, depending on its capabilities. Build an
ASP.NET MVC custom view engine, use display modes effectively, and
create reusable mobile components with custom HTML helpers. Make
the most of new capabilities offered on some devices by interacting with
native APIs. By the end of Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5, you should feel
confident building web apps that successfully target anything from an
iOS or Android device to a feature phone or an older mobile browser.
Along the way, you'll learn about the modern mobile web landscape and
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

how to choose the approaches that are right for you, depending on your
target audience. This book is for the ASP.NET developer who knows how
ASP.NET MVC works and is eager to learn how to use it for building
mobile websites.
Ajax Design Patterns - Michael Mahemoff 2006-06-29
Ajax, or Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, exploded onto the scene in
the spring of 2005 and remains the hottest story among web developers.
With its rich combination of technologies, Ajax provides astrong
foundation for creating interactive web applications with XML or JSONbased web services by using JavaScript in the browser to process the
web server response. Ajax Design Patterns shows you best practices that
can dramatically improve your web development projects. It investigates
how others have successfully dealt with conflictingdesign principles in
the past and then relays that information directly to you. The patterns
outlined in the book fall into four categories: Foundational technology:
Examines the raw technologies required for Ajax development
Programming: Exposes techniques that developers have discovered to
ensure their Ajax applications are maintainable Functionality and
usability: Describes the types of user interfaces you'll come across in
Ajax applications, as well as the new types of functionality that Ajax
makes possible Development: Explains the process being used to
monitor, debug, and test Ajax applications Ajax Design Patterns will also
get you up to speed with core Ajax technologies, such as
XMLHttpRequest, the DOM, and JSON. Technical discussions are
followed by code examples so you can see for yourself just what is-and
isn't-possible with Ajax. This handy reference will help you to produce
high-quality Ajax architectures, streamline web application performance,
and improve the userexperience. Michael Mahemoff holds a PhD in
Computer Science and Software Engineering from the University of
Melbourne, where his thesis was "Design Reuse in Software Engineering
and Human-Computer Interaction." He lives in London and consults on
software development issues in banking, health care, and logistics.
"Michael Mahemoff's Ajax Design Patterns is a truly comprehensive
compendium of webapplication design expertise, centered around but
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not limited to Ajax techniques. Polished nuggets of design wisdom are
supported by tutorials and real-world code examples resulting in a book
thatserves not only as an intermediate to expert handbook but also as an
extensive reference for building rich interactive web applications." -Brent Ashley, remote scripting pioneer
Beginning XML - Joe Fawcett 2012-06-25
A complete update covering the many advances to the XML language The
XML language has become the standard for writing documents on the
Internet and is constantly improving and evolving. This new edition
covers all the many new XML-based technologies that have appeared
since the previous edition four years ago, providing you with an up-todate introductory guide and reference. Packed with real-world code
examples, best practices, and in-depth coverage of the most important
and relevant topics, this authoritative resource explores both the
advantages and disadvantages of XML and addresses the most current
standards and uses of XML. Features the most updated content built on
audience feedback from the previous edition as well as the vast
knowledge from XML developer teams Boasts new chapters on RELAX
NG and Schematron, XML functionality in databases, LINQ to XML,
Jabber and XMLPP, XHTML, HTML5, and more Offers in-depth coverage
on extracting data from XML and updated material on Web Services
Beginning XML, Fifth Edition delivers the most important aspects of XML
in regard to what it is, how it works, what technologies surround it, and
how it can best be used in a variety of situations.
High Performance JavaScript - Nicholas C. Zakas 2010-03-11
If you're like most developers, you rely heavily on JavaScript to build
interactive and quick-responding web applications. The problem is that
all of those lines of JavaScript code can slow down your apps. This book
reveals techniques and strategies to help you eliminate performance
bottlenecks during development. You'll learn how to improve execution
time, downloading, interaction with the DOM, page life cycle, and more.
Yahoo! frontend engineer Nicholas C. Zakas and five other JavaScript
experts—Ross Harmes, Julien Lecomte, Steven Levithan, Stoyan
Stefanov, and Matt Sweeney—demonstrate optimal ways to load code
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

onto a page, and offer programming tips to help your JavaScript run as
efficiently and quickly as possible. You'll learn the best practices to build
and deploy your files to a production environment, and tools that can
help you find problems once your site goes live. Identify problem code
and use faster alternatives to accomplish the same task Improve scripts
by learning how JavaScript stores and accesses data Implement
JavaScript code so that it doesn't slow down interaction with the DOM
Use optimization techniques to improve runtime performance Learn
ways to ensure the UI is responsive at all times Achieve faster clientserver communication Use a build system to minify files, and HTTP
compression to deliver them to the browser
Inside Windows Debugging - Tarik Soulami 2012-05-15
Use Windows debuggers throughout the development cycle—and build
better software Rethink your use of Windows debugging and tracing
tools—and learn how to make them a key part of test-driven software
development. Led by a member of the Windows Fundamentals Team at
Microsoft, you’ll apply expert debugging and tracing techniques—and
sharpen your C++ and C# code analysis skills—through practical
examples and common scenarios. Learn why experienced developers use
debuggers in every step of the development process, and not just when
bugs appear. Discover how to: Go behind the scenes to examine how
powerful Windows debuggers work Catch bugs early in the development
cycle with static and runtime analysis tools Gain practical strategies to
tackle the most common code defects Apply expert tricks to handle usermode and kernel-mode debugging tasks Implement postmortem
techniques such as JIT and dump debugging Debug the concurrency and
security aspects of your software Use debuggers to analyze interactions
between your code and the operating system Analyze software behavior
with Xperf and the Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) framework
Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC Developers - Adam Freeman
2014-09-16
Web API 2 is the latest evolution of Microsoft's web services toolkit,
which allows the creation of RESTful applications built on the ASP.NET
platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a high-productivity
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development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide-range
of clients, including mobile devices. This book puts Web API into context
for the experienced MVC Framework developer and dives deep into the
tools and techniques required to build Web API applications that
integrate with the MVC Framework and shows you how to create singlepage applications to consume them. Best-selling author Adam Freeman
explains how to get the most from Web API 2 by building on the
foundation of the MVC Framework and the ASP.NET platform. He starts
with the nuts-and-bolts and shows you everything through to advanced
features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need.
Debug It! - Paul Butcher 2009
Provides information on the techniques of debugging software and code.
Fast ASP.NET Websites - Dean Hume 2013-08-28
Summary Fast ASP.NET Websites delivers just what it
promises—practical, hands-on guidance to create faster, more efficient
ASP.NET sites and applications. This book offers step-by-step .NETspecific examples showing you how to apply classic page optimization
tips, ASP.NET-specific techniques, and ways to leverage new HTML5
features. About the Technology There's a real cost to inefficient HTTP
requests, overloaded data streams and bulky scripts. Server throughput
is a precious commodity and seconds—even tiny fractions of a
second—can seem like an eternity while a visitor waits for your site to
load. As an ASP.NET developer, there are dozens of techniques you can
apply immediately to make your sites and applications faster. You'll find
them here. About this Book Fast ASP.NET Websites delivers just what it
promises—practical, hands-on guidance to create faster, more efficient
ASP.NET sites and applications. This book offers step-by-step .NETspecific examples showing you how to apply classic page optimization
tips, ASP.NET-specific techniques, and ways to leverage new HTML5
features. Readers should be familiar with basic HTML, CSS, and
ASP.NET concepts. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside
Drastically improved response times Tips for Webforms and ASP.NET
MVC sites Optimizing existing pages .NET-specific examples About the
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

Author Dean Hume is a software developer and blogger based in the U.K.
A passionate techie, he created the ASP.NET HTML5 toolkit and blogs
regularly about web performance at www.deanhume.com. Table of
Contents PART 1 DEFINING PERFORMANCE High-speed websites First
steps toward a faster website PART 2 GENERAL PERFORMANCE BEST
PRACTICES Compression Caching: The sell-by date Minifying and
bundling static files HTML optimization tips Image optimization ETags
Content Delivery Networks PART 3 ASP.NET-SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES
Tweaking ASP.NET MVC performance Tweaking ASP.NET Web Forms
performance Data caching
Learn Azure in a Month of Lunches, Second Edition - Iain Foulds
2020-10-06
Learn Azure in a Month of Lunches, Second Edition, is a tutorial on
writing, deploying, and running applications in Azure. In it, you’ll work
through 21 short lessons that give you real-world experience. Each
lesson includes a hands-on lab so you can try out and lock in your new
skills. Summary You can be incredibly productive with Azure without
mastering every feature, function, and service. Learn Azure in a Month of
Lunches, Second Edition gets you up and running quickly, teaching you
the most important concepts and tasks in 21 practical bite-sized lessons.
As you explore the examples, exercises, and labs, you'll pick up valuable
skills immediately and take your first steps to Azure mastery! This fully
revised new edition covers core changes to the Azure UI, new Azure
features, Azure containers, and the upgraded Azure Kubernetes Service.
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology
Microsoft Azure is vast and powerful, offering virtual servers, application
templates, and prebuilt services for everything from data storage to AI.
To navigate it all, you need a trustworthy guide. In this book, Microsoft
engineer and Azure trainer Iain Foulds focuses on core skills for creating
cloud-based applications. About the book Learn Azure in a Month of
Lunches, Second Edition, is a tutorial on writing, deploying, and running
applications in Azure. In it, you’ll work through 21 short lessons that give
you real-world experience. Each lesson includes a hands-on lab so you
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can try out and lock in your new skills. What's inside Understanding
Azure beyond point-and-click Securing applications and data Automating
your environment Azure services for machine learning, containers, and
more About the reader This book is for readers who can write and deploy
simple web or client/server applications. About the author Iain Foulds is
an engineer and senior content developer with Microsoft. Table of
Contents PART 1 - AZURE CORE SERVICES 1 Before you begin 2
Creating a virtual machine 3 Azure Web Apps 4 Introduction to Azure
Storage 5 Azure Networking basics PART 2 - HIGH AVAILABILITY AND
SCALE 6 Azure Resource Manager 7 High availability and redundancy 8
Load-balancing applications 9 Applications that scale 10 Global
databases with Cosmos DB 11 Managing network traffic and routing 12
Monitoring and troubleshooting PART 3 - SECURE BY DEFAULT 13
Backup, recovery, and replication 14 Data encryption 15 Securing
information with Azure Key Vault 16 Azure Security Center and updates
PART 4 - THE COOL STUFF 17 Machine learning and artificial
intelligence 18 Azure Automation 19 Azure containers 20 Azure and the
Internet of Things 21 Serverless computing
Solid Code - Donis Marshall 2009-02-18
Get best-in-class engineering practices to help you write more-robust,
bug-free code. Two Microsoft .NET development experts share real-world
examples and proven methods for optimizing the software development
life cycle—from avoiding costly programming pitfalls to making your
development team more efficient. Managed code developers at all levels
will find design, prototyping, implementation, debugging, and testing
tips to boost the quality of their code—today. Optimize each stage of the
development process—from design to testing—and produce higherquality applications. Use metaprogramming to reduce code complexity,
while increasing flexibility and maintainability Treat performance as a
feature—and manage it throughout the development life cycle Apply best
practices for application scalability Employ preventative security
measures to ward off malicious attacks Practice defensive programming
to catch bugs before run time Incorporate automated builds, code
analysis, and testing into the daily engineering process Implement better
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

source-control management and check-in procedures Establish a qualitydriven, milestone-based project rhythm—and improve your results!
HTTP/2 in Action - Barry Pollard 2019-03-06
Summary HTTP/2 in Action is a complete guide to HTTP/2, one of the
core protocols of the web. Because HTTP/2 has been designed to be easy
to transition to, including keeping it backwards compatible, adoption is
rapid and expected to increase over the next few years. Concentrating on
practical matters, this interesting book presents key HTTP/2 concepts
such as frames, streams, and multiplexing and explores how they affect
the performance and behavior of your websites. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the Technology HTTP—Hypertext Transfer
Protocol—is the standard for exchanging messages between websites
and browsers. And after 20 years, it's gotten a much-needed upgrade.
With support for streams, server push, header compression, and
prioritization, HTTP/2 delivers vast improvements in speed, security, and
efficiency. About the Book HTTP/2 in Action teaches you everything you
need to know to use HTTP/2 effectively. You'll learn how to optimize web
performance with new features like frames, multiplexing, and push.
You'll also explore real-world examples on advanced topics like flow
control and dependencies. With ready-to-implement tips and best
practices, this practical guide is sure to get you—and your websites—up
to speed! What's Inside HTTP/2 for web developers Upgrading and
troubleshooting Real-world examples and case studies QUIC and HTTP/3
About the Reader Written for web developers and site administrators.
About the Authors Barry Pollard is a professional developer with two
decades of experience developing, supporting, and tuning software and
infrastructure. Table of Contents PART 1 MOVING TO HTTP/2 Web
technologies and HTTP The road to HTTP/2 Upgrading to HTTP/2 PART 2
USING HTTP/2 HTTP/2 protocol basics Implementing HTTP/2 push
Optimizing for HTTP/2 PART 3 ADVANCED HTTP/2 Advanced HTTP/2
concepts HPACK header compression PART 4 THE FUTURE OF HTTP
TCP, QUIC, and HTTP/3 Where HTTP goes from here
Real-World Bug Hunting - Peter Yaworski 2019-07-09
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Learn how people break websites and how you can, too. Real-World Bug
Hunting is the premier field guide to finding software bugs. Whether
you're a cyber-security beginner who wants to make the internet safer or
a seasoned developer who wants to write secure code, ethical hacker
Peter Yaworski will show you how it's done. You'll learn about the most
common types of bugs like cross-site scripting, insecure direct object
references, and server-side request forgery. Using real-life case studies
of rewarded vulnerabilities from applications like Twitter, Facebook,
Google, and Uber, you'll see how hackers manage to invoke race
conditions while transferring money, use URL parameter to cause users
to like unintended tweets, and more. Each chapter introduces a
vulnerability type accompanied by a series of actual reported bug
bounties. The book's collection of tales from the field will teach you how
attackers trick users into giving away their sensitive information and
how sites may reveal their vulnerabilities to savvy users. You'll even
learn how you could turn your challenging new hobby into a successful
career. You'll learn: How the internet works and basic web hacking
concepts How attackers compromise websites How to identify
functionality commonly associated with vulnerabilities How to find bug
bounty programs and submit effective vulnerability reports Real-World
Bug Hunting is a fascinating soup-to-nuts primer on web security
vulnerabilities, filled with stories from the trenches and practical
wisdom. With your new understanding of site security and weaknesses,
you can help make the web a safer place--and profit while you're at it.
Modern Web Development - Dino Esposito 2016-02-22
Master powerful new approaches to web architecture, design, and user
experience This book presents a pragmatic, problem-driven, user-focused
approach to planning, designing, and building dynamic web solutions.
You’ll learn how to gain maximum value from Domain-Driven Design
(DDD), define optimal supporting architecture, and succeed with modern
UX-first design approaches. The author guides you through choosing and
implementing specific technologies and addresses key user-experience
topics, including mobile-friendly and responsive design. You’ll learn how
to gain more value from existing Microsoft technologies such as
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

ASP.NET MVC and SignalR by using them alongside other technologies
such as Bootstrap, AJAX, JSON, and JQuery. By using these techniques
and understanding the new ASP.NET Core 1.0, you can quickly build
advanced web solutions that solve today’s problems and deliver an
outstanding user experience. Microsoft MVP Dino Esposito shows you
how to: Plan websites and web apps to mirror real-world social and
business processes Use DDD to dissect and master the complexity of
business domains Use UX-Driven Design to reduce costs and give
customers what they want Realistically compare server-side and clientside web paradigms Get started with the new ASP.NET Core 1.0 Simplify
modern visual webpage construction with Bootstrap Master practical,
efficient techniques for running ASP.NET MVC projects Consider new
options for implementing persistence and working with data models
Understand Responsive Web Design’s pros, cons, and tradeoffs Build
truly mobile-friendly, mobile-optimized websites About This Book For
experienced developers and solution architects who want to plan and
develop web solutions more effectively Assumes basic familiarity with the
Microsoft web development stack
Greasemonkey Hacks - Mark Pilgrim 2005-11-15
Greasemonkey Hacks is an invaluable compendium 100 ingenious hacks
for power users who want to master Greasemonkey, the hot new Firefox
extension that allows you to write scripts that alter the web pages you
visit. With Greasemonkey, you can create scripts that make a web site
more usable, fix rendering bugs that site owners can't be bothered to fix
themselves, or add items to a web site's menu bar. You can alter pages
so they work better with technologies that speak a web page out loud or
convert it to Braille. Greasemonkey gurus can even import, combine, and
alter data from different web sites to meet their own specific needs.
Greasemonkey has achieved a cult-like following in its short lifespan, but
its uses are just beginning to be explored. Let's say you're shopping on
an e-commerce site. You can create a script that will automatically
display competitive prices for that particular product from other web
sites. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination and your
Greasemonkey expertise. Greasemonkey Hacks can't help you with the
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imagination part, but it can provide the expert hacks-complete with the
sample code-you need to turn your brainstorms into reality. More than
just an essential collection of made-to-order Greasemonkey solutions,
Greasemonkey Hacks is crammed with sample code, a Greasemonkey
API reference, and a comprehensive list of resources, to ensure that
every resource you need is available between its covers. Some people are
content to receive information from websites passively; some people
want to control it. If you are one of the latter, Greasemonkey Hacks
provides all the clever customizations and cutting-edge tips and tools you
need to take command of any web page you view.
CORS in Action - Monsur Hossain 2014-10-20
Summary CORS in Action introduces Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
(CORS) from both the server and the client perspective. It starts with the
basics: how to make CORS requests and how to implement CORS on the
server. It then explores key details such as performance, debugging, and
security. API authors will learn how CORS opens their APIs to a wider
range of users. JavaScript developers will find valuable techniques for
building rich web apps that can take advantage of APIs hosted anywhere.
The techniques described in this book are especially applicable to mobile
environments, where browsers are guaranteed to support CORS.
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Book Suppose you
need to share some JSON data with another application or service. If
everything is hosted on one domain, it's a snap. But if the data is on
another domain, the browser's "same-origin" policy stops you cold. CORS
is a new web standard that enables safe cross-domain access without
complex server-side code. Mastering CORS makes it possible for web and
mobile applications to share data simply and securely. CORS in Action
introduces CORS from both the server and the client perspective. It
starts with making and enabling CORS requests and then explores
performance, debugging, and security. You'll learn to build apps that can
take advantage of APIs hosted anywhere and how to write APIs that
expand your products to a wider range of users. For web developers
comfortable with JavaScript. No experience with CORS is assumed.
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

What's Inside CORS from the ground up Serving and consuming crossdomain data Best practices for building CORS APIs When to use CORS
alternatives like JSON-P and proxies About the Author Monsur Hossain is
an engineer at Google who has worked on API-related projects such as
the Google JavaScript Client, the APIs Discovery Service, and CORS
support for Google APIs. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCING
CORS The Core of CORS Making CORS requests PART 2 CORS ON THE
SERVER Handling CORS requests Handling preflight requests Cookies
and response headers Best practices PART 3 DEBUGGING CORS
REQUESTS Debugging CORS requests APPENDIXES CORS reference
Configuring your environment What is CSRF? Other cross-origin
techniques
Developing Applications with Azure Active Directory - Manas Mayank
2019-09-27
Explore tools for integrating resources and applications with Azure
Active Directory for authentication and authorization. This book starts
with an introduction to Azure Active Directory (AAD) where you will
learn the core concepts necessary to understand AAD and authentication
in general. You will then move on to learn OpenID Connect and OAuth
along with its flows, followed by a deep dive into the integration of web
applications for user-based authentication. Next, you go through user
authentication and how to enable the integration of various native
applications with AAD. This is followed by an overview of authenticating
applications along with a detailed discussion on collaboration with
external users and other AD tenants. Moving forward, Developing
Applications with Azure Active Directory covers using schemas of AD
objects, such as users, to add custom attributes on top of ADD’s
predefined attributes. You will see how multi-tenancy can be supported
in Azure AD as well as how to design authorization with Azure AD. After
reading this book, you will be able to integrate, design, and develop
authentication and authorization techniques in Azure Active Directory.
What You Will LearnIntegrate applications with Azure AD for
authenticationExplore various Azure AD authentication scenariosMaster
core Azure AD conceptsIntegrate external users and tenants Who is this
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book for: The book will be useful for architects and developers, planning
to use Azure AD for authentication.
Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4 - Dino Esposito 2011-02-15
Completely reengineered for ASP.NET 4—this definitive guide deftly
illuminates the core architecture and programming features of ASP.NET
4 in a single, pragmatic volume. Web development expert Dino Esposito
provides essential, architectural-level guidance, along with the in-depth
technical insights designed to take you—and your solutions—to the next
level. The book covers Dynamic Data, AJAX, Microsoft Silverlight,
ASP.NET MVC, Web forms, LINQ, and security strategies—and features
extensive code samples in Microsoft Visual C#(R) 2010.
Windows Phone 8 Development Internals - Andrew Whitechapel
2013-06-15
Build and optimize Windows Phone 8 apps for performance and security
Drill into Windows Phone 8 design and architecture, and learn best
practices for building phone apps for consumers and the enterprise.
Written by two senior members of the core Windows Phone Developer
Platform team, this hands-on book gets you up to speed on the Windows
8 core features and application model, and shows you how to build apps
with managed code in C# and native code in C++. You’ll also learn how
to incorporate Windows Phone 8 features such as speech, the Wallet, and
in-app purchase. Discover how to: Create UIs with unique layouts,
controls, and gesture support Manage databinding with the Model View
ViewModel pattern Build apps that target Windows Phone 8 and
Windows Phone 7 Use built-in sensors, including the accelerometer and
camera Consume web services and connect to social media apps Share
code across Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 apps Build and deploy
company hub apps for the enterprise Start developing games using
Direct3D Test your app and submit it to the Windows Phone Store
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Extensions Cookbook - Rami Mounla
2017-06-07
More than 80 recipes to help you leverage the various extensibility
features available for Microsoft Dynamics and solve problems easily
About This Book Customize, configure, and extend the vanilla features of
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

Dynamics 365 to deliver bespoke CRM solutions fit for any organization
Implement business logic using point-and-click configuration, plugins,
and client-side scripts with MS Dynamics 365 Built a DevOps pipeline as
well as Integrate Dynamics 365 with Azure and other platforms Who This
Book Is For This book is for developers, administrators, consultants, and
power users who want to learn about best practices when extending
Dynamics 365 for enterprises. You are expected to have a basic
understand of the Dynamics CRM/365 platform. What You Will Learn
Customize, configure, and extend Microsoft Dynamics 365 Create
business process automation Develop client-side extensions to add
features to the Dynamics 365 user interface Set up a security model to
securely manage data with Dynamics 365 Develop and deploy clean code
plugins to implement a wide range of custom behaviors Use third-party
applications, tools, and patterns to integrate Dynamics 365 with other
platforms Integrate with Azure, Java, SSIS, PowerBI, and Octopus Deploy
Build an end-to-end DevOps pipeline for Dynamics 365 In Detail
Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a powerful tool. It has many unique features
that empower organisations to bridge common business challenges and
technology pitfalls that would usually hinder the adoption of a CRM
solution. This book sets out to enable you to harness the power of
Dynamics 365 and cater to your unique circumstances. We start this
book with a no-code configuration chapter and explain the schema,
fields, and forms modeling techniques. We then move on to server-side
and client-side custom code extensions. Next, you will see how best to
integrate Dynamics 365 in a DevOps pipeline to package and deploy your
extensions to the various SDLC environments. This book also covers
modern libraries and integration patterns that can be used with
Dynamics 365 (Angular, 3 tiers, and many others). Finally, we end by
highlighting some of the powerful extensions available. Throughout we
explain a range of design patterns and techniques that can be used to
enhance your code quality; the aim is that you will learn to write
enterprise-scale quality code. Style and approach This book takes a
recipe-based approach, delivering practical examples and use cases so
that you can identify the best possible approach to extend your Dynamics
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365 deployment and tackle your specific business problems.
Network Security Assessment - Chris McNab 2004
A practical handbook for network adminstrators who need to develop and
implement security assessment programs, exploring a variety of offensive
technologies, explaining how to design and deploy networks that are
immune to offensive tools and scripts, and detailing an efficient testing
model. Original. (Intermediate)
Customizing and Extending IBM Content Navigator - Wei-Dong Zhu
2015-04-13
IBM® Content Navigator provides a unified user interface for your
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions. It also provides a
robust development platform so you can build customized user interface
and applications to deliver value and an intelligent, business-centric
experience. This IBM Redbooks® publication guides you through the
Content Navigator platform, its architecture, and the available
programming interfaces. It describes how you can configure and
customize the user interface with the administration tools provided, and
how you can customize and extend Content Navigator using available
development options with sample code. Specifically, the book shows how
to set up a development environment, and develop plug-ins that add an
action, service, and feature to the user interface. Customization topics
include implementing request and response filters, external data services
(EDS), creating custom step processors, and using Content Navigator
widgets in other applications. This book also covers mobile development,
viewer customization, component deployment, and debugging and
troubleshooting. This book is intended for IT architects, application
designers and developers working with IBM Content Navigator and IBM
ECM products. It offers a high-level description of how to extend and
customize IBM Content Navigator and also more technical details of how
to do implementations with sample code.
Introducing Windows Azure for IT Professionals - Mitch Tulloch
2013-11-15
We’re thrilled to share another free ebook with you: Introducing
Microsoft Azure HDInsight, by Avkash Chauhan, Valentine Fontama,
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

Michele Hart, Wee Hyong Tok, and Buck Woody. Here are the download
links: Download the PDF (6.37 MB; 130 pages) from
http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/PDF Download the EPUB (8.46 MB) from
http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/EPUB Download the MOBI (12.8 MB) from
http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/MOBI Download the code samples (6.83
KB) from http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/CompContent Get a head start
evaluating Windows Azure - with technical insights from a Microsoft
MVP Mitch Tulloch. This guide introduces the latest features and
capabilities, with scenario-based advice on how the platform can meet
the needs of your business. Get the high-level overview you need to begin
preparing your deployment now. Topics include: Understanding Windows
Azure Windows Azure Compute Services Windows Azure Network
Services Windows Azure Data Services Windows Azure App Services
Getting Started with Windows Azure
Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 - Jim Steger 2008-10-15
Get answers to common questions about setting up the design
environment and building custom solutions with Microsoft Dynamics
CRM. Delve into core architecture, tools, and techniques, and learn how
to exploit powerful customization features. Authored by industry-leading
experts, this book shows how to deliver intelligent CRM solutions that
meet the unique challenges and requirements of your business. Discover
how to: Set up the development environment Enhance the product’s APIs
with your own code Execute business logic using plug-ins Build custom
workflows that extend native workflow functions Create user-friendly
integration with scripts and application extensions Code custom pages
optimized for Microsoft Outlook with Offline Access Extend Microsoft
Dynamics CRM using ASP.NET Create advanced Windows Workflow
Foundation solutions Extend multilingual and multicurrency features
Construct a custom security-access solution Get code samples on the
Web.
Troubleshooting NetScaler - Raghu Varma Tirumalaraju 2016-04-29
Gain essential knowledge and keep your NetScaler environment in top
form About This Book Learn how the main features - Load Balancing,
Content Switching, GSLB, SSL offloading, AAA, AppFirewall, and
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Gateway work under the hood using vividly explained flows and traces
Explore the NetScaler layout and the various logs, tools and methods
available to help you when it's time to debug An easy-to-follow guide,
which will walk you through troubleshooting common issues in your
NetScaler environment Who This Book Is For This book is aimed at
NetScaler administrators who have a basic understanding of the product
but are looking for deeper exposure and guidance in identifying and
fixing issues to keep their application environment performing optimally.
What You Will Learn Troubleshoot traffic management features such as
load balancing, SSL, GSLB and content switching Identify issues with
caching and compression Deal with authentication issues when using
LDAP, RADIUS, certificates, Kerberos and SAML Diagnose NetScaler
high availability and networking issues Explore how application firewall
protections work and how to avoid false positives Learn about NetScaler
Gateway integration issues with XenApp, XenDesktop, and XenMobile
Deal with NetScaler system-level issues Discover the NetScaler
troubleshooting tools In Detail NetScaler is a high performance
Application Delivery Controller (ADC). Making the most of it requires
knowledge that straddles the application and networking worlds. As an
ADC owner you will also likely be the first person to be solicited when
your business applications fail. You will need to be quick in identifying if
the problem is with the application, the server, the network, or NetScaler
itself. This book provides you with the vital troubleshooting knowledge
needed to act fast when issues happen. It gives you a thorough
understanding of the NetScaler layout, how it integrates with the
network, and what issues to expect when working with the traffic
management, authentication, NetScaler Gateway and application firewall
features. We will also look at what information to seek out in the logs,
how to use tracing, and explore utilities that exist on NetScaler to help
you find the root cause of your issues. Style and approach This helpful
guide to troubleshooting NetScaler is delivered in a comprehensive and
easy-to-follow manner. The topics in the book adopt a step-by-step
approach.
Programming Windows Store Apps with HTML, CSS, and
free-debugging-with-fiddler-second-editions-pdf

JavaScript - Kraig Brockschmidt 2014-07-15
Microsoft Press is pleased to offer the second edition of Kraig
Brockschmidt's in-depth ebook on writing Windows Store apps using
HTML, CSS3, and JavaScript on the Windows 8.1 platform. The ebook
includes 20 chapters and 4 appendices. Download the PDF (30.1 MB)
http: //aka.ms/611111pdf Download the EPUB file (71.2 MB) http:
//aka.ms/611111epub Download the Mobi for Kindle file (113 MB) http:
//aka.ms/611111mobi Download Companion Files (132 MB) http:
//aka.ms/611111files
Mastering Wireshark - Charit Mishra 2016-03-30
Analyze data network like a professional by mastering Wireshark - From
0 to 1337 About This Book Master Wireshark and train it as your network
sniffer Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network
doctor Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of
this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a
pro at resolving network anomalies Who This Book Is For Are you
curious to know what's going on in a network? Do you get frustrated
when you are unable to detect the cause of problems in your networks?
This is where the book comes into play. Mastering Wireshark is for
developers or network enthusiasts who are interested in understanding
the internal workings of networks and have prior knowledge of using
Wireshark, but are not aware about all of its functionalities. What You
Will Learn Install Wireshark and understand its GUI and all the
functionalities of it Create and use different filters Analyze different
layers of network protocols and know the amount of packets that flow
through the network Decrypt encrypted wireless traffic Use Wireshark as
a diagnostic tool and also for network security analysis to keep track of
malware Troubleshoot all the network anomalies with help of Wireshark
Resolve latencies and bottleneck issues in the network In Detail
Wireshark is a popular and powerful tool used to analyze the amount of
bits and bytes that are flowing through a network. Wireshark deals with
the second to seventh layer of network protocols, and the analysis made
is presented in a human readable form. Mastering Wireshark will help
you raise your knowledge to an expert level. At the start of the book, you
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will be taught how to install Wireshark, and will be introduced to its
interface so you understand all its functionalities. Moving forward, you
will discover different ways to create and use capture and display filters.
Halfway through the book, you'll be mastering the features of Wireshark,
analyzing different layers of the network protocol, looking for any
anomalies. As you reach to the end of the book, you will be taught how to
use Wireshark for network security analysis and configure it for
troubleshooting purposes. Style and approach Every chapter in this book
is explained to you in an easy way accompanied by real-life examples and
screenshots of the interface, making it easy for you to become an expert
at using Wireshark.
Hacking Exposed Web Applications, Second Edition - Joel Scambray
2010-06-27
Implement bulletproof e-business security the proven Hacking Exposed
way Defend against the latest Web-based attacks by looking at your Web
applications through the eyes of a malicious intruder. Fully revised and
updated to cover the latest Web exploitation techniques, Hacking
Exposed Web Applications, Second Edition shows you, step-by-step, how
cyber-criminals target vulnerable sites, gain access, steal critical data,
and execute devastating attacks. All of the cutting-edge threats and
vulnerabilities are covered in full detail alongside real-world examples,
case studies, and battle-tested countermeasures from the authors'
experiences as gray hat security professionals.
ASP.NET Core 5 for Beginners - Andreas Helland 2020-12-18
Learn how to build web applications efficiently using ASP.NET Core 5
with the C# programming language and related frameworks Key
FeaturesBuild web apps and services and cross-platform applications
using .NET and C#Understand different web programming concepts
with the help of real-world examplesExplore the new features and APIs in
ASP.NET Core 5, EF Core, Visual Studio, and BlazorBook Description
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ASP.NET Core 5 for Beginners is a comprehensive introduction for those
who are new to the framework. This condensed guide takes a practical
and engaging approach to cover everything that you need to know to
start using ASP.NET Core for building cloud-ready, modern web
applications. The book starts with a brief introduction to the ASP.NET
Core framework and highlights the new features in its latest release,
ASP.NET Core 5. It then covers the improvements in cross-platform
support, the view engines that will help you to understand web
development, and the new frontend technologies available with Blazor
for building interactive web UIs. As you advance, you’ll learn the
fundamentals of the different frameworks and capabilities that ship with
ASP.NET Core. You'll also get to grips with securing web apps with
identity implementation, unit testing, and the latest in containers and
cloud-native to deploy them to AWS and Microsoft Azure. Throughout the
book, you’ll find clear and concise code samples that illustrate each
concept along with the strategies and techniques that will help to
develop scalable and robust web apps. By the end of this book, you’ll
have learned how to leverage ASP.NET Core 5 to build and deploy
dynamic websites and services in a variety of real-world scenarios. What
you will learnExplore the new features and APIs introduced in ASP.NET
Core 5 and BlazorPut basic ASP.NET Core 5 concepts into practice with
the help of clear and simple samplesWork with Entity Framework Core
and its different workflows to implement your application’s data
accessDiscover the different web frameworks that ASP.NET Core 5 offers
for building web appsGet to grips with the basics of building RESTful
web APIs to work with real dataDeploy your web apps in AWS, Azure,
and Docker containersWork with SignalR to add real-time notifications to
your appWho this book is for This book is for developers who want to
learn how to develop web-based applications using the ASP.NET Core
framework. Familiarity with the C# language and a basic understanding
of HTML and CSS is required to get the most out of this book.
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